
WORLD’S
FASTEST
GROWING
ECONOMY
Equatorial Guinea has achieved the astonishing record as
the fastest growing economy in the world. This is largely
thanks to the discovery of rich offshore oil fields some
four years ago. The future, as they say, is another country.
Our Special Report highlights the country’s determination
to use its oil revenues to diversify its economy.
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E
quatorial Guinea, despite its relatively small size, has lived
through one of West Africa’s most dramatic histories.
Records go back to the 15th century, at the height of the
European voyages of discovery. Portuguese and Spanish
explorers, looking for a route to India around Africa,

made several landfalls along the west African coast. 
One of these was the island of Bioko where the Portuguese

explorer, Fernando Poo landed in 1472. The Portuguese sailors
were so enchanted by the volcanic island and the lush equatorial
rainforest on the mainland that they named it Formosa, which
means beautiful in Portuguese. The island was called Fernando
Poo in honour of the explorer. 

The Portuguese laid claim to the territory and held it until
1778, when following a series of involved territorial
developments in the Iberian Peninsula, it was ceded to Spain. The
frontiers of the Spanish colony of Rio Muni were drawn up at the
Treaty of Paris in 1856 as Europe continued to carve up Africa. 

The Spanish introduced cocoa from São Tomé and shipped in
forced labour from Liberia, Nigeria and Cameroon to work the
plantations under extremely harsh conditions.

During the 19th century, with Spain’s overseas territories
coming under increasing pressure from European rivals, it lost
interest in its African domain and the British made a bid to buy
the island of Fernando Poo as a base of their anti-slavery
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Deepening relations: Equatorial Guinea’s
President Teodoro Obiang Nguema
Mbasogo and French President Jacques
Chirac seen here with their spouses at
the Elysée Palace, Paris.
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campaigns. Spain declined the offer and reasserted its rule.
After the convulsions of World War II and with Spain greatly

reduced as an imperial power, the colony was declared an integral
part of Spain with inhabitants enjoying the same rights as Spanish
citizens. The territory was renamed Spanish Equatorial Africa.

Rise of nationalism
From the 1960s, the winds of change were blowing as fiercely in
the Gulf of Guinea as they were elsewhere on the continent.
Internal self-government was granted in 1963 and full
independence was declared in 1968.

Macias Nguema, became president and quickly turned into one of
the most brutal dictators in Africa’s modern history. Thousand,
including some of the best educated, fled into exile during his reign.

Nguema threw in his lot with the communist camp,
establishing strong relations, particularly in fishing rights, with
the USSR, China and Cuba. France was the only Western country
to maintain an embassy in Malabo.

The economy collapsed and repression increased. In August
1979, Lt-Col Teodoro Obiang Nguema Mbasogo, the Commander
of the National Guard, overthrew Marcias Nguema. He was
elected President in June 1989 and re-elected in February 1996.

As Spanish influence in Equatorial Guinea declined, France
stepped into the breach. In 1983, Equatorial Guinea became a

member of the Union Douanière et Economique d ‘Afrique
Centrale. This was replaced by Communauté Economique et
Monétaire en Afrique centrale (CEMAC); full entry into the Franc
Zone followed in 1985. The ekpwele was replaced by the CFA
franc as the national currency. 

Relations between France and Equatorial Guinea grew stronger
as French began to be taught in local schools and in 1998,
French became Equatorial Guinea’s second official language.

President Obiang Nguema has established close personal
relations with France’s Jacques Chirac who has encouraged
French investment in the central African nation. Good relations
were also re-established with Cuba, Spain, China and post
apartheid South Africa. 

Since the discovery of oil in 1999, US interest in Equatorial
Guinea has risen many fold. The country is not only part of the
US’s policy of sourcing its oil from outside the Middle East, it
retains its strategic value for the sub-region.

Equatorial Guinea has a population of only half a million –
which is why, with the discovery of oil, it has been dubbed
‘Africa’s Kuwait’. Its economy enjoys the highest growth rate in
the world. It is still too soon for the full impact of oil revenues to
be felt in the general economy but the government’s plan to
diversify and liberalise the economy should yield dividends in the
form of jobs and better living standards in the near future. �

Potential maritime boundaries Cameroon, Gabon,
Nigeria and São Tomé 
and Príncipe

Main islands Bioko, Annonbon, Corisco,
Elobey Chico and 
Elobey Grande

Languages Spanish, French, Fang,
Pidgin, English and Bubi

Main ethnic groups Fang, Bubi, Annobonese,
Ndowe, Kombe, and Bujebas

Main religions Roman catholic, animist

Population 490,000

Population growth 2.5% (2002)

Life expectancy 51.7 years

Fertility rate 5.5

Infant mortality 101
(per 1,000 live births)

GDP $2.2bn (2002)

Currency Communauté Financière 
Africaine (CFA) franc

Time zone GMT + 1 hour

Latitude 5°-12° East, 03°
South - 02° North

Main airport Malabo

Main port Bata
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T
he economy of Equatorial Guinea has changed out of all
recognition over the past few years on the back of rapid
expansion in the oil and gas sector. A string of major
discoveries have pushed the country up the league table of
Sub-Saharan oil producers so that it now vies with Gabon

and Congo-Brazzaville for third place, although all three still lie some
way behind Angola and Nigeria. 

Yet the Central African state’s success largely rests on a single
incident - the discovery of the Ceiba field by Triton Energy in 1999 -
a discovery which revolutionised the economy and led some to dub
Equatorial Guinea ‘the African Kuwait’.

Until the oil boom, Equatorial Guinea largely depended on the
agricultural and forestry sectors. Aside from timber production in the
mainland province of Rio Muni, cocoa and coffee were the most
significant foreign exchange earners. 

The economic growth generated by the oil industry expansion has
been magnified by the low base from which the economy grew in
the mid-1990s. GDP increased by a staggering 71.2% in 1997 and
although the level of annual growth has fluctuated wildly over the
subsequent six years in tandem with field development, it has
remained steadfastly high. Figures of 45.5% were recorded in 2001,
followed by 24% in 2002 and an estimated 15% for 2003. This
almost certainly makes Equatorial Guinea the world’s most rapidly
expanding economy.

Government revenues rose by 1,200% between 1994 and 2000,
while oil accounted for almost 90% of export earnings in 2001, a
figure which is likely to rise in the short term. 

In the longer term, however, gas sector development may provide
a modicum of diversification. The doubling of real per capita GDP
over the period 1997 and 2002 has created inflationary pressures
and led to a consumer price index (CPI) of 5-8%.However, as in
other African oil producers, the country’s oil wealth has yet to impact
upon key human development indicators. This area is the focus of
the government’s development efforts.

Beyond oil
Equatorial Guinea has a particular identity as the only Spanish speaking
country in Sub-Saharan Africa, having once been under the rule of
Madrid. Francisco Macias Nguema held power from independence in
1968 until 1979 when he was overthrown by President Teodoro
Obiang Nguema Mbasogo, who has held power ever since. 

From the 1930s until independence, Equatorial Guinea relied very
heavily upon cocoa production but output plummeted by an
estimated 90% during the first decade of independence and fell
further from 9,900 tonnes in 1981 to 4,200 tonnes in 1996. While
production from individual plantations may have dropped, many
farmers have given up cultivating the crop because of erratic prices. 

The coffee sector boomed later than cocoa, with production
peaking at 9,427 tonnes in 1960, but this has fallen to under 1,000

tonnes today. Falling commodity prices during the early 1990s hit
revenues but currency devaluation in 1994 improved the situation.

Despite the oil boom and relative decline of other sectors,
agriculture remains by far the most important sector with regard to
employment. State investment in the agricultural sector could help
stabilise the economy and demographics of the country. Falling
agricultural revenues coupled with an oil sector driven construction
boom in the towns could trigger large scale urbanisation, although
the oil sector at present employs relatively few nationals. 

New forestry legislation, which was passed at the end of 1997,
appears to have greatly reduced the scale of unregulated logging
operations and the sector now operates on a more sustainable level.
Further legislation in May 2002 reduced the export taxes on
unprocessed wood while one third of the country’s forested acreage
has been listed as lying within protected zones. The health of the
timber sector could be improved by stringently applying replanting
demands.

Unique system
In order to bring a balance between the island of Bioko and the
mainland province of Rio Muni, the government has devised a novel
method of power sharing. Under the arrangement, the seat of
government is to be alternated between Bata, in Rio Muni, and the
national capital Malabo, on Bioko Island. While the oil sector is based
on Bioko, 75% of the population lives in Rio Muni. However,
balancing economic rather than political power between the island
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and the mainland, in the form of distributing oil revenues, may
prove to be a far more challenging task.

Moreover, the experience of Equatorial Guinea demonstrates that
money does not solve everything. Over-reliance on the export of
natural resources remains a problem and educational standards
need to be improved. Illiteracy, particularly among women and girls,
restricts the proportion of the population that can access well paid
jobs: around 83% of all children attend primary school but this falls
to just 23% at the secondary level.

Given rapid economic growth and rising oil revenues, the
government has to be cautious about borrowing against future oil
earnings. In this regard, Equatorial Guinea can learn valuable
lessons from Nigeria and Botswana. At independence, Nigeria had a
thriving agricultural sector but by the 1970s, the obsession with oil
led the government to ignore almost all other sectors and
diversification is now proving difficult. 

Botswana, on the other hand, used revenues from its natural
resource, diamonds, to create a thriving economy well on its way to
sustainable diversification. 

Equatorial Guinea will hope that Nigeria’s fate does not befall it
and that it will be able to use its oil revenues to build a solid
economic foundation.

The government has taken steps to liberalise and diversify the
economy. It is also keen to use its new found position as an oil
power to carve out a role on the international stage. 

Cristobal Manana Ela, the minister for mines and energy, was
chosen as the new chairman of the Association of African Oil
Producers, while Equatorial Guinea was granted observer status by the
Organisation of Petroleum Exporting Countries (Opec) in August 2001.
The 11 members of Opec are now joined by eight observer nations,
including such major oil producers as Angola, Mexico, Norway, Oman
and Russia, indicating Equatorial Guinea’s status in the global oil
economy. 

In addition, Equatorial Guinea is now the fourth biggest destination
for US investment in Sub-Saharan Africa, a fact which
prompted Washington to reopen its embassy in Malabo in
2002, after an absence of seven years.

The World Bank resumed lending in 2002, while the
IMF has demanded improved macroeconomic
governance and management. 

The African Development Bank (ADB) has awarded a
number of grants and loans to Equatorial Guinea, while
the EU has promised to gradually resume aid in tandem
with the introduction of democratic reforms.

The most recent IMF report on the country, which
was produced following the conclusion of Article IV
consultation with the state highlights significant
improvements: “The government’s cash flow situation
improved considerably during 1999-2000, reflecting
growing oil revenue, but fiscal policy performance
continued to weaken, as evidenced by the lack of
control over government financial operations. The
overall fiscal balance turned from a deficit of 2% of
GDP in 1998 to a surplus of 9% of GDP in 2000.” The
report went on to say: “Monetary developments in
1999 and 2000 were characterized by a significant
improvement in the net foreign assets position of the
banking system, a rapid growth in broad money, and a
modest increase in credit to the private sector, mostly in
the form of short term loans to timber and cocoa
exporters. Equatorial Guinea’s two banks both meet the
prudential and solvency ratios established by the
regional banking commission (Cobac).”

Outlook
Oil production has supplied the country with an unprecedented
opportunity for development and provided the funds to make
the many necessary changes in economic policy, approach and
structure. 

With growing international pressure on all countries, including
developed nations, to be more transparent in major commercial
dealings, Equatorial Guinea will have to increase its level of public
accountability. Shareholders in some of the largest multinational
corporations, particularly those in the oil industry, are turning up
the heat on corporate accountability and it would be better for the
government to be proactive now rather than have to react to
international pressure.

The IMF has urged the authorities to establish Equatorial Guinea’s
credibility through the timely and effective implementation of
strong structural adjustment policies and stressed the need to
introduce greater transparency in oil operations and to improve
public accounting procedures”. 

The real tests for the government will be to ensure that some
form of economic diversification can take place and to make sure
that the country’s oil wealth benefits the bulk of the population,
both through higher living standards and improved employment
opportunities.

In particular, it is hoped that local people can gain employment
and local companies can win contracts within the oil and gas sector,
so that linkages can be created between the oil industry and the
rest of the economy. In too many Africancountries the role of local
people in the sector is merely restricted to low skilled work in the
catering and security sectors.

Jumbo investment projects, such as oil field development,
certainly have their place, but every healthy economy needs to
nurture a deep bedrock of small and medium sized enterprises
(SMEs) if it is to succeed. Oil revenues have given the government
the means to do the job. �
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INFRASTRUCTURAL IMPROVEMENTS

The biggest investment that the government could make over the next few years
is in the country’s infrastructure. While Luba Freeport has been developed to
serve the growing oil sector, it could also be utilised by other sectors, but it is
important that the government also pumps large sums of money or encourages
private sector investment into more mundane infrastructure such as roads and
telecommunications.

The development of other sectors is vital for Equatorial Guinea. Mature
African oil producers, such as Gabon, are only now discovering the vulnerability
of an economy solely built upon oil revenues.

Installed electric generating capacity is estimated to stand at 15.4 MW. The
mainland possesses a single 4 MW oil fired plant, plus around 1 MW of
hydroelectric generating capacity. The new 10.4 MW gas fired Punta Europa
plant was completed in 1999 and supplies Bioko.

The generation, transmission and distribution sectors are all controlled by
state owned SEGESA. Small diesel fired generators are kept on stand-by across
the country in case of blackouts.

There is plenty of scope for expansion in the sector, with growing gas
production capable of feeding much bigger plants, while the mainland’s
hydroelectric potential is estimated at 2,600 MW.

However, it may not be economically viable to opt for larger plants although
the government has the funds to back widespread power sector expansion and an
electrification campaign. The needs of Luba Freeport, the AMPCO plant and the
oil and gas sector in general could provide an added incentive for further power
sector development. �
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E
quatorial Guinea has been one of the
leading lights in the growth of the
offshore oil sector in the Gulf of Guinea,
alongside established producers such as
Angola and Nigeria. Until the discovery

of the Ceiba field in 1999, most interest in the
country’s offshore prospects had been focused on
acreage associated with the productive Niger
Delta Basin. Most of the remaining acreage stood
idle and the 1998-99 licensing round for 53
blocks produced a poor response. 

The current enthusiasm of the oil industry for
the country highlights how far things have
changed in the past five years. The success of
Ceiba prompted a variety of companies to invest
more money in exploration efforts, which in turn
will almost certainly yield yet more discoveries.
Despite a string of new discoveries over the past
three years, Alba, Ceiba and Zafiro remain the
three most productive fields.

The country’s maritime territory encompasses
two offshore basins with proven petroleum
systems. In the north, around Bioko, the Niger
Delta-Rio del Rey Basin is the best explored of
the two systems and hosts the productive Alba and Zafiro fields.
Further south, the Rio Muni Basin has been far less developed and its
potential was only uncovered with the discovery of the Ceiba field in
1999.

Accurate, up to date estimates of Equatorial Guinea’s proven oil
reserves are difficult to come by. The US Energy Information
Administration puts the figure at 1.1bn barrels but it is almost
certainly three times greater than this and possibly a great deal higher. 

Production increased rapidly from 17,000 barrels a day (b/d) in
1996 to 210,000 b/d by 2002. The average 2003 figures have not
yet been collated but some sources estimate that output could have
risen as high as 340,000 b/d. However, the government has denied
rumours that it would seek to restrict production in order to extend
the life of producing fields.

In 1998, the government reduced the red tape for oil sector investors
and updated its production sharing contracts (PSCs), allocating a 5%
stake in PSCs. The oil contracts are structured so that investors take a
larger share of the profits during the initial years of production, with the
government share rising during the latter stages. This helps oil
companies recoup their investment relatively quickly.

The rise of Petroguinea
Petróleo de Guinea Ecuatorial (Petroguinea or sometimes called GE
Petrol) was set up by the government in 2001, originally to operate
in the downstream sector but it will now also manage the

government’s stakes in PSCs and can also
invest in oil exploration in Equatorial Guinea
and abroad. Petroguinea formed a joint
venture with Glencore of Switzerland to
explore Block O.

Apart from its downstream responsibilities, GE
Petrol was originally set up to act as an interface
between the oil companies and the government. 

Gabriel Nguema Lima, the Secretary of State
for Mines and Hydrocarbons, said: “As our
petroleum production and activity expands, so
must we expand our capability to manage and
participate in the sector. We see a national oil
company as a logical step in that process.” 

He also announced that the new enterprise
was to take on all the technical and
operational roles of the Ministry of Mines and
Energy, although overall management of the
state’s interests in the sector remains under
the responsibility of the ministry.

When GE Petrol was launched, President
Obiang said that it could take a majority stake
in oil blocks. He argued: “We think
Petroguinea is going to keep negotiating with

the companies to increase the percentage of royalties, the
percentage of participation in the crude oil and, why not also, the
percentage as a shareholder. We can ask the companies for 20%,
30%, 40%. We can even reach up to 50%, 51% so as to be the
owner of these companies.” 

History of oil sector
Prior to the discovery of the major Ceiba and Zafiro fields, the Alba
structure was Equatorial Guinea’s most important field. Uncovered in
1991 to the north of Bioko by Cespa of Spain and US independent
Walter International, it was initially believed to hold 68m barrels of
oil in condensate form but further exploration work indicates that
this may be something of an underestimate. However, the field is
principally important because of its gas reserves. Marathon Oil now
holds 63.3% equity in the field, having purchased CMS Energy’s
stake in 2001, while Noble Energy holds the remaining equity. 

After Marathon’s purchase of the CMS Energy stake, a Marathon
spokesperson estimated the company’s full cycle acquisition costs for
Alba production at a reasonable $5.28 per barrel of oil equivalent
(boe). The company based this figure on estimated future development
costs of $327m and estimated net reserves on the block of 250m boe.

The Zafiro field in the northern part of Block B, close to similarly
productive Nigerian fields, is now estimated to hold around 1bn
barrels. It was discovered to the west of the Alba field by Ocean
Energy and ExxonMobil in 1995 and production on the field rose
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from an initial 7,000 b/d to 180,000 b/d by 2002. ExxonMobil has
worked to boost production on the field over the past two years,
investing over $1bn in the process. 

The consortium operating the Southern Expansion Area on the
field has employed a floating production storage and offloading
(FPSO) vessel, which should boost output to 300,000 b/d, ensuring
Equatorial Guinea’s position as Sub-Saharan Africa’s third biggest
producer. Where the water is too deep to construct oil rigs, FPSOs
really come into their own. They are used to extract the oil, store it
and then offload it into reservoirs. Their mobility means they can go
anywhere they are required. 

The PSC between the government and the consortium was
renegotiated in March 1998 to give the government a 5% in the
venture, so that ExxonMobil now holds 71.25% equity and Ocean
23.75%. Ceiba was uncovered by Triton Energy in Block G in the Rio
Muni Basin in 1999 and brought into production in an incredible 14
months. Amerada Hess has since taken over Triton and now holds an
85% stake on both Blocks G and F as operator, with South African
firm Energy Africa holding the remaining equity in both cases.
Amerada Hess’s decision to use the giant FPSO, Senje Ceiba, on the
field should enable production to rise to 90,000 b/d.

The Mbini-1 well (later named Ceiba-1) marked a fundamental
change in the way the oil industry viewed Equatorial Guinea. With
an initial test flow of 12,400 b/d, Triton predicted that production
from that well alone would reach 20,000 b/d. Further exploration
was also productive and only Ceiba-6 had to be plugged and
abandoned as a no show. James Musselman, Triton’s chief executive,
described Ceiba-5 as the most important well drilled on the field to

date. He added that it confirmed more reserves. A string of further
important discoveries were made after Ceiba on Block G, including
Okume and Oveng in 2001 and Abang, Akom and Elon in 2002. 

Block F has proved to be less productive, although the Abang field,
which was discovered in June 2002, may be brought into production as
part of a wider scheme to develop Blocks F and G. Triton’s success
prompted a number of other companies to take up acreage in the Basin
and a number of exploration wells were planned for 2003 and 2004.

Future developments
Aside from the main three fields, several other discoveries have been
made, some of which are likely to be developed in the near future.
ExxonMobil and Devon Energy (which merged with Ocean) are carrying
out exploration work on Block C and have made the Amatista, Opalo
East, Rubi, Serpentina and Topacio finds in Zafiro’s Block B. 

In February 2003, Amerada Hess announced a new discovery in
Block G, in the Rio Muni Basin in 800 metres of water. The
company’s senior vice president of global exploration, Brian Maxted,
said that “this well is very encouraging. It significantly increases the
likelihood that this area will prove to be an important new oil
fairway. Additional appraisal drilling is planned.”

In July 2003, Marathon announced a new discovery in Block D.
The Bococo shallow water prospect lies just 10kms from the
company’s Alba field. Work on the well has been suspended for later
development, probably as part of Marathon’s wider plans for an
integrated gas development scheme in the region.

The success of such schemes is vital if the country is truly to make the
most of its oil and gas resources. �
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Equatorial Guinea’s gas sector is centred upon the Alba field,
which has proven reserves of 1.3 trillion cubic feet, although this
figure is expected to rise over time. While the field’s natural gas
reserves were flared for many years in pursuit of condensate and
limited liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) production, Marathon is
now keen to develop Alba’s gas potential.

The Atlantic Methanol Production Company (Ampco) was set
up in 2001 by Nobel Affiliates and CMS Energy to develop a
$450m methanol plant on Bioko. The plant now consumes 120m
cubic feet a day (cf/d) of natural gas from the Alba field and
produces in excess of 20,000 b/d of methanol.

Following Marathon’s purchase of the CMS Energy assets, both it
and Nobel hold 45% stakes, while the government retains a 10%
share. The US Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC)
awarded a $173m loan guarantee to Ampco in what was its largest
ever loan to an African project. Provided sufficient natural gas
feedstock can be supplied by local or regional fields and adequate
markets can be secured, there is plenty of room for expansion at the
Ampco plant site. In May 2003, Marathon received government
approval for the construction of a 3.4m tonne liquefied natural gas
(LNG) facility at Punta Europa in the northern part of Bioko. Apart
from its obvious role in processing domestic gas production, the
government is keen for the installation to absorb production from
elsewhere in the Gulf of Guinea region. The flaring of gas is a major
problem in the region and the Nigerian government, in particular, is
working hard to phase out all flaring and is seeking several new
markets for its gas.

The Bioko plant could prove an ideal customer because of its
proximity, while Nigeria’s own Bonny Island plant highlights the
profitability of the LNG sector for African producers. Marathon
has signed a memorandum of understanding (MOU) with British

Gas to supply markets in the US over the period 2007-2024.
Construction of the Punta Europa plant is expected to begin
during the course of 2004.

Clarence Cazalot, the chief executive and president of Marathon
commented: “When operational, this project will allow for the
further commercialisation of gas reserves in Equatorial Guinea.”

As a result, production on the Alba field is to be boosted to
120m cf/d of natural gas and 70,000 b/d of liquids, mainly in the
form of condensate, by the end of 2004.

Equatorial Guinea’s minister of mines and energy, Cristobal
Mañana Ela, responded: “I am very pleased that Marathon and its
partners have selected Equatorial Guinea for this very large
regional strategic investment. This is a very positive signal for
continuing foreign investment. It continues Equatorial Guinea’s
pro-active policy to achieve development of our natural resources
and expansion of our economy. The project will generate long
term income for the country, jobs, training and social benefits.”

The national director of GE Petrol, Domingo Mba Esono, said
that he was confident that the first deliveries of LNG could be
made in 2007. There are no refineries in the country and all
refined petroleum fuel products are imported - so this is one area
for obvious investment. A large, locally based installation could
export refined petroleum products within Africa and beyond,
helping the country to retain more of the profits of the oil
industry. A refinery or other processing facility could also provide
more skilled employment for local people than upstream activities.

Almost all of the country’s oil production can be put down as
net exports as domestic consumption of refined petroleum
products is a mere 2,000 b/d. A joint venture between the
government and TotalFinaElf, called Getotal, has a monopoly on
the importation and distribution of fuels. �

VAST GAS POTENTIAL 
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The leading monthly business magazine which
gives the most up-to-date information on African
economies, business trends, industry and
technology, markets, commodities, transport and
telecommunications, energy and mining,
agriculture, investments, finance and commerce,
AFRICAN BUSINESS is, since 1966, a source of
valuable, accurate information on risks, business
opportunities and developments in Africa.

Africa’s leading
magazines

IC Publications, 7 Coldbath Square, London EC1R 4LQ.
Tel: +44 (0)20 7713 7711 Fax: +44(0)20 7713 7898

Email: icpubs@africasia.com Web site: http://www.africasia.com

Established in 1966, NEW AFRICAN, the oldest
and most respected pan-African monthly in
English, gives a comprehensive and balanced
mix of political reporting and comment, economic
and financial analysis, together with features on
cultural and social affairs, including art, culture,
music and sport.

To subscribe simply send us your name
and postal address by fax or email
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SOGECO

Public Works � Construction � Civil Engineering
Apdo 32, Malabo, Equatorial Guinea

Tel: (2400) 9 1118  � Mobile: (2402) 7 5104  � Fax: (2400) 9 1119  � Email: sogeco@intnet.gq

K5 Oil CentreK5 Oil Centre is a purpose built transit port for oil-related cargo, offer-
ing large warehousing facilities. Clients of K5 have the benefit of storing
their cargo without the cost and effort of clearing it. 

K5 Oil CentreK5 Oil Centre has sufficient capacity to handle, stack and service all 
current cargo movements. A lot of attention is given to meeting the 
international requirements and norms for quality, health, safety
and  environment.
Oil companies are serviced at their usual high standard of 
professionalism. Customs, immigration and police are all located 
at K5, which enables fast clearance of cargo.

Services:
� Storage of cargo (in transit)
� Logistics advisory services
� Marine supply and support 

services

� Terminal and stevedore services
� Workshop facilities
� Warehousing
� Camp and office space are 

available for rental

K5 Oil CentreK5 Oil Centre � Carretera Aeropuerto � KM 5  MALABO
Tel: (2400) 9 28 44 � Fax: (2400) 9 12 47
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African Business: Is Malabo equipped to deal with the
greatly increased commercial activities?
Gabriel Mba Bela: I am very fortunate to be the mayor of a dynamic
city with a growing population and an increasing number of foreign
visitors, mainly investors and managers of international companies. 

There is therefore an urgent need for bigger and better infrastructure
and more efficient municipal services. To keep on top of this challenge
is at the top of our priorities list. This means that we must, on the one
hand, manage the daily needs of this city, and at the same time meet
the ever increasing demands of people and companies who are used to
first class services of an international standard.

AB: Can you manage all this with
your limited budget and human
resources?
Gabriel Mba Bela: It is not easy. We
make do with what we have. The hard
job is to convince our people that the
municipal taxes are an absolute necessity
in order for all of us to enjoy a better
quality of life. Collecting taxes is
extremely difficult. 

We devote considerable time and
energy getting people to become more
responsible citizens. Our means depend
on these funds but unfortunately not all
our fellow-citizens seem to appreciate
this. I am nevertheless optimistic because
in the end we will have, by hook or by
crook, to implement the programs we have
in place - town-planning, public transport, refuse collection and
social projects.

AB: During your daily inspection of the streets of Malabo,
you seem to take on a multitude of roles: stopping and
warning drivers who do not respect the highway code,
reprimanding people for throwing rubbish in the street
and so on. 
Gabriel Mba Bela: I am not here as the mayor of this city for the
glory. I have to convince the people of Malabo to change their ways
of thinking. They have rights and duties and everyone is affected by
what is happening. 

If an accident takes place in the city, I must also share some of the
blame. If the city is not clean, if taxis don’t respect the traffic rules, if
my fellow citizens cannot go easily from A to B, again somewhere in
all this I am also to blame. 

Every member of my team is totally dedicated to facilitate and
enable the city to move forward. We will never succeed if we are
divided and act alone - it is every citizen’s civic responsibility. You will

have noticed that my call to order is always done in a friendly, even
fatherly manner. I love my country and I love this city and everyone in
Malabo knows it.

AB: What advice do you have for potential investors? 
Gabriel Mba Bela: I will simply say, come and see for yourself. We
are lucky to live in a beautiful city. The potential for investment in
Equatorial Guinea is huge in sectors such as agriculture, transport,
construction, trade, industry, hotels. We are spoilt for choice. You will
not feel out of place here or isolated. Malabo is a truly cosmopolitan
city with an important foreign community. 

Ensure that your project is viable and you will have all the chances
of succeeding. Investment aid services are
available through the town hall and the
various ministries. We will make your stay
as pleasant as possible. Malabo, with its
busy cafes, is very beautiful at night and
the view of the bay is truly magnificent.

AB: An unexpectedly large number
of airlines serve Malabo. How do
you explain this?
Gabriel Mba Bela: Indeed, several
European airlines have chosen our city as
a hub - Swissair, KLM, Iberia, Spanair to
name a few. African airlines like Air
Gabon and Cameroon Airlines have also
scheduled flights. This can only be positive
for our country. The government heard

our call and responded to our demands. It
has put at the disposal of our city a beautiful, modern and well
equipped airport. Other airlines, such as Royal Air Maroc and Air
France are seriously considering opening routes to Malabo. All this
will contribute to making Malabo even more dynamic. 

AB: What is the Malabo 2 project?
Gabriel Mba Bela: Malabo 2 is designed to accommodate the
increasing demand for commercial and living space in the city. The
large companies will build their headquarters in Malabo 2 and the
new Central African Economic and Monetary Community CEMAC
parliament will also be situated there. 

The President of the Republic laid the foundation stone of the new
city just a few weeks ago. We are very proud of this project which
will be completed in just three to four years.

Malabo’s development is very high on the president’s agenda and
on the Democratic Party’s program. Oil has helped us enormously
and our country has gained an important profile on the regional and
international scene. Malabo, the capital, must reflect all the positive
changes of our country. �
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African Business: What role does your bank play in
Equatorial Guinea?
Joseph Célestin Tindjou: The CCEI Bank GE is an affiliate of
Afriland First Bank. We have been based in Equatorial Guinea since
1994 and we opened our first branch in Malabo in 1995. We
currently have two other branches in Bata and Ebibeyin and are
about to open a fourth one in the town of Mongomo. 
Today, we are the leading bank in the country in terms of
profitability, net results and total loans distributed. From a start of
CFA300m, the capital of the bank is now CFA3,000m. Our net assets
are around CFA90,000m. After a loss in our first year of full
operations in 1996, the CCEI Bank GE has enjoyed rising profits ever
since.

AB: What are the investment opportunities in Equatorial
Guinea?
Joseph Célestin Tindjou: As you know, the economy of this
country is booming. There are real business opportunities in every
sector of the economy. But right now, the building and construction
sector is exploding. You see building sites everywhere: houses,
schools, hospitals, roads, airports etc. These major public works are
being undertaken by national and foreign companies. New roads are
being built, old ones are being resurfaced. Remote villages are no
longer isolated. The whole country is benefiting from the massive
investments in its infrastructure. 
The peaceful social and political climates as well as attractive
investment opportunities are important factors in making our country
appealing to foreign investors. As a businessman, I have no doubt
that Equatorial Guinea offers excellent incentives and safe
opportunities to potential investors.

AB: Has there been a flurry of new investment recently? 
Joseph Célestin Tindjou: There is increasing foreign investment in
every sector of the economy in Equatorial Guinea. However the
largest share is in the oil and gas industry.

AB: What advice would you give someone interested in
entering the Equatorial Guinean market?
Joseph Célestin Tindjou: The first thing to do is to visit the country
and see at first hand its full potential. This beautiful country has
numerous business opportunities and offers great incentives to
investors. They will get all the help they need from the Government. 

AB: What are the advantages or disadvantages of being in
the CFA zone?
Joseph Célestin Tindjou: During a period when European countries
are uniting and adopting a common currency, it is only logical for our
country to be part of a larger international monetary zone.

AB: What services do you offer to your corporate clients?
Joseph Célestin Tindjou: All the traditional services such as short
and long term loans, foreign exchange transactions, etc. We also
offer a network of representatives all over the world. We have a
strong presence in Equatorial Guinea and we know the local market.
We place a great deal of emphasis on the quality of the advice and
assistance we provide to our clients in their day to day operations.
For our clients, we are not just their banker; we are their partners
and engage in project feasibility studies, corporate finance, raising
capital. In other words, we help them to grow.

AB: What is your professional background?
Joseph Célestin Tindjou: I am an African who, like many others,
decided to dedicate his modest capabilities to the development of
Africa. After a postgraduate degree in banking and finance, I joined
the group Afriland First Bank (which at the time was called CCEI
Bank SA). In 1994, I was given the responsibility of setting up CCEI
Bank GE and became its manager. The bank is now a major
institution in the country thanks to the hard work and team spirit of
its staff. This makes me extremely proud. Growth rates and profits of
the bank have continued to improve over the last eight years. We
owe it to the trust our clients have in us and we thank them for the
loyalty they have shown us.

AB: What are your hopes for the future?
The CCEI Bank, with the help of its main partners Afriland First Bank
and the FMO, will consolidate its number one position in Equatorial
Guinea. Our wish, over the next 10
years, is to become the leading
African banking group in
the continent. �
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the leading bank in Equatorial Guinea.
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Aramark, a world leader in managed services, is present in 17 foreign 
countries where it offers customized, high quality food and support 

services, similar to those supplied in the United States.

Aramark also provides lodging, food service and commissary and facility 
management at remote sites, such as oil drilling platforms and mining camps.

Aramark has a significant presence in Equatorial Guinea,
with current projects and contracts totalling £5 million.

Ctra de Luba 6B  MALABO
Tel: (2400) 9 2529 � Fax: (2400) 9 6997

www.aramark.com ©
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